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MEDIA RELEASE   

  Date: 19/12/2012 

  Investigation Ref: INV 009 

THE COMPETITION COMMISSION PUBLISHES THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S REPORT FOR 

THE INVESTIGATION ON THE ‘MY.T’ OFFER 

 

The Competition Commission has today released the non-confidential version of the Executive Director’s 

report on the investigation on the ‘My.T’ offer. This follows the publication of the decision of the 

Commissioners with respect to the Undertakings offered by MT, as stated in the media release dated 1st 

November 2012.  A copy of the decision of the Commissioners is also being published on the website of 

the CCM. 

 

End of media release. 

 

Background for editors:  

 

The Competition Act  

 

The Competition Commission of Mauritius is a statutory body established in 2009 to enforce the 

Competition Act 2007. This Act established a competition regime in Mauritius, under which the CCM can 

investigate possible anticompetitive behavior by businesses.  

 

Undertakings 

 

Section 63 in Part VI of the Competition Act states that an enterprise may offer a written undertaking to 

the Commission to address any concern that has arisen, or is likely to arise, during an investigation into a 

restrictive agreement.  If an undertaking is accepted by the Commission, it is published in the form of a 

decision of the Commission, and the enterprise must comply with its terms. The undertaking then 

operates like a direction issued by the Commission under section 60.  If the enterprise does not comply 

with the undertaking (without reasonable excuse), Section 65 of the Competition Act permits the 



 

 

Commission to apply to a Judge in Chambers for a mandatory order requiring the enterprise to make 

good its default. 

 

Monopoly abuse:  

 

It is not in itself any breach of the law for an enterprise to be in a monopoly situation. However, as per 

Section 46(2) of the Act, enterprises which hold monopoly positions may be in breach of an abuse or 

exploit any market power this position confers upon them. The question for the CCM is whether such 

enterprises are engaged in conduct which restricts, prevents or distorts competition or otherwise 

exploiting the monopoly situation.  

 

Abuse of monopoly situation can be grouped in two broad categories, namely (i) exclusive abuse and; 

(b) exploitative abuse.  CCM’s Guidelines on monopoly situations and non-collusive agreements (CCM 4) 

deal with these two types of abuses at para 3.1 – 3.36 and 4.1 – 4.14, respectively.  

 

There are two broad categories of exploitative abuse: unilateral market power and tacit collusion.  

 

Excessive pricing, reduced quality, choice or service when exercised by dominant enterprises that would 

not be possible for an enterprise facing competition would show unilateral market power.  Reduced 

rivalry between dominant enterprises that becomes aware of their mutual dependence to 

maintain profits or simply in the interest of a quieter life is termed as ‘tacit collusion’. 

 

Further information 

 

For further information see the CCM’s website, and the CCM’s Procedural Rules and Guidelines: ‘CCM 1 - 

Procedural Rules’, ‘CCM 4 - Monopoly situations and non-collusive agreements’ and ‘CCM 6 - Remedies 

and Penalties’, all available on the website. 

 

 


